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Introduction
The World Fireworks Championship is a breath-taking spectacle for the senses that captivates some of
the largest and most diverse audiences of any public entertainment event through the universal appeal
of pyrotechnic art. It is an annual competition to crown the best of the very best in world pyro-musical
performance art.
For San Diego this universal appeal provides an entertainment platform equally engaging to all its
audiences from the cross section of local residents to national and international visitors and the global
audience reached through international marketing and broadcast.
The World Fireworks Championship, six 20-25 minute pyro-musical performances across 3 weekends,
also delivers an economic return second to none and with no infrastructure requirements, a surge in
temporary employment and international visitations, it delivers the highest possible return on
investment.
San Diego has expressed an interest in hosting the World Fireworks Championship in 2016, 2017 and 2018
to benefit from the increase in economic stimulation delivered by repeat events.
This document has been prepared for San Diego Tourism Authority and summarises the host city
benefits (including projected economic impact); budget including core and budget relieving value in
kind support required; the commercial model, including projected revenues; event marketing and how
the event in San Diego could be delivered.

58%

Estimated visitors from outside
the local economy

19,500

International travel packages sold
for Vivid, Sydney

$33m

Estimated revenue for
accommodation sector
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The Benefit of Hosting
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Host City Benefits
San Diego will receive substantial benefit from hosting the World Fireworks Championship and return on their investment. This
will be derived from the following sources:
Benefit

Economic Impact

Description
As hosts to the Big Bay Boom, San Diego is well aware of the significant economic stimulation that can be
generated though hosting major fireworks events. This impact is multiplied many times over with the World
Fireworks Championship through the profile of the event, the quality of competitors and the multi-day
format of a World Championship.
A full breakdown of projected economic impact is provided in Appendix 1 of this document.

Visitations

Destination Marketing

Commercial Revenues

The 2010 World Fireworks Championship in Oman and comparative events such as Vivid, Sydney and
Vancouver’s Celebration of Light indicate significant ‘out of town’ visitations. WFC Ltd estimates that 58% of
visitors will be from outside of the local host economy delivering a projected 425,000 commercial bed
nights.
The World Fireworks Championship has the ability to generate significant destination marketing benefit to
its host city through:
• Global Broadcast
• Event Marketing
• A partnership with TUI, the world’s largest leisure, travel and tourism operator, is contracted to sell
international travel packages through their network of 15,000 travel agents
There are a wide range of opportunities for the Host City to work with World Fireworks Championship to
drive commercial revenues and oﬀset the event delivery fee. These include sponsorship, ticketing, VIP, food
& beverage and merchandise.
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Host City Benefit: Economic Impact Assessment
The World Fireworks Championship is a powerful tool for tourism generation with an estimated 58% of the audience coming
from out of the local economy and attendances estimated to be in excess of 100,000 per event night.

Current projection

Event Evolution
during hosting term

(based on 2010 World Fireworks Championship
and comparable events)

The World Fireworks Championship is estimated to
deliver a total economic impact of $81m of which
$61.5m is direct economic impact to the Host City
(see Appendix 1 for full breakdown).

428,254

Projected commercial bed nights

•
•

Pyro-musical and Art of Light content develops
International marketing leads to increased
awareness
• Increased sale of international travel packages

$81m

Projected economic impact

Future projection
Year 2-3

•

Increase in spectator and visitor numbers will in
turn increase the economic impact
• If the event is monetised, this increase in
economic impact will be mirrored with a
decrease in ‘real’ event delivery fee yielding the
highest possible ROI for “Host City"

875,000

Estimated total live audience per event
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San Diego Budget
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016
Event Delivery Fee Summary
The Event Delivery Fee has been tailored for San Diego and is based on World Fireworks Championship Ltd’s experience of
hosting the event for 6 teams competing over 3 consecutive weekends. The detailed budget is provided in detail in Appendix 2.

Item

Budget ($)

Competing teams & shipping

1,101,000

Production Delivery

418,000

Creative, Production and Delivery Staﬀ

969,000

International PR & Marketing

434,000

Travel, accommodation & subsistence expenses

339,000

Project Management

652,000

Contingency

150,000
TOTAL

US$ 4,063,000
www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016
Core Value in Kind Support
In addition to the Event Delivery Fee , World Fireworks Championship Ltd (WFC Ltd) request additional items of core value in kind support
from the host city which in summary include:
Site

Security

A suitable site of agreed
size and specification for
hosting of the event.

Staging area for wrap
around content.

If fireworks are to be
launched from water the
following must be
provided:
- 3-5 barges per team
- 7-10 pontoons per team
- 2 safety boats incl. crew
- 3 safety rib-boats

All necessary infrastructure
to secure the event site
with defined points of entry
and exit.

Public sector

24 hour perimeter and
roaming securing
throughout the firing site.

Location oﬃce for 5
people for duration of
the contracted period.

Issuance of visas and
work permits for all
oﬃcials and competitors.

Radio frequency
access

Public address system to
broadcast live/recorded
audio.

On-site event security on
event nights.

A host city liaison to act
as the link between the
event and the host city.

A transportation strategy
for mitigating travel
issues on event nights.

Secure storage
facilities for
fireworks stock

Outdoor screens to
broadcast fireworks and
associated entertainment.

Recruitment, training and
deployment of suﬃcient
event marshals.

Risk, health & safety and
environmental
assessments and plans.

Utilities

Blue light

Car parking within walking
distance of the core event
site.
Directional signage within
event site and through host
city.

Coast guard and port
authority

Access and provision of
electricity, water and
public toilets.

Assistance to gain
licenses and permissions
needed to import,
transport and securely
store pyrotechnics.

Cleaning of all publically
accessible areas of the
event site.

Commitment to clear air
space during each event.

Disposal of surplus
pyrotechnic materials.

Emergency services
to cover the event
in accordance with
local health and
safety rules.
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016
Budget Relieving Value in Kind Support
In order to oﬀset the Event Delivery Fee, World Fireworks Championship Ltd (WFC Ltd) suggest the following budget
relieving value in kind from San Diego which in summary include:

Organisation expenses

Event Marketing

150 international return
flights (20% business class)

Web design and
management

Local event marketing –
publicity and
promotional spend

Prize giving dinner
(venue, catering, trophies
and prize money)

Local transport

Video and audio visual

Event photography and
syndication

Event Insurance

Locally based technical
support crew

1500 bed nights

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Commercials
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego
Commercial Model
It is proposed that the World Fireworks Championship San Diego operates a commercial model whereby the real cost of the
Event Delivery Fee can be oﬀset against the commercial revenues gained from the sale of rights & benefits delivered by the
event.
It is proposed that these rights & benefits are monetised through an Event Development Partnership (EDP), a joint venture
between the Host City and WFC Ltd which funds additional event content (eg: Art of Light) and delivers all surplus event
revenues back to the joint venture partners.
Event Delivery Fee
Host City

WFC Ltd

Agreed
%age

Agreed
%age
Surplus Event
Revenues

Additional
Event Content

Commercial
Revenues
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego
Commercial Projections
Commercial projections have been developed for the World Fireworks Championship San Diego and are based on a World Fireworks
Championship Spectator Village including VIP, Premium and General ticketing, retail zones, sponsorship activation and experiential areas, food &
beverage and merchandising. For 2016 it is estimated that 75% of the total will be achieved, for 2017 90% and 2018 100% of those figures projected
below and further detailed in Appendix 3.
Ticketing

Sponsorship

Food & Beverage

Merchandising

Other

General admittance
$2,403,000

Title Sponsor
$375,000

Event Nights
$450,000

Programme
$150,000

International Travel
Packages
$250,000

Premium Seating
$1,890,000

Event Partners
$337,500

Glow-sticks
$180,000

Car parking
$24,000

VIP
$178,800

Event Suppliers
$120,000

2016 Total: $3,353,850

2016 Total: $624,375

2016 Total: $337,500

2016 Total: $247,500

2016 Total: $232,500

2016 Total:
$4,795,725

2017 Total: $4,024,620

2017 Total: $749,250

2017 Total: $405,000

2017 Total: $297,000

2017 Total: $279,000

2017 Total:
$5,754,870

2018 Total: $4,471,800

2018 Total: $832,500

2018 Total: $450,000

2018 Total: $330,000

2018 Total: $310,000

2018 Total:
$6,394,300

Boat viewing license
$36,000

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com

World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016
Commercial Projections: Ticketing
General Admittance
The ticketing model has been based on the success of ticketing at comparative large scale fireworks events, for
example London New Year Fireworks charges £10 per person and in 2014 sold out its 100,000 tickets. The general
admittance is based on 44,500 adults charged at $10 and 20,000 children given free admittance. A 10% cost of
implementation has been removed to deliver a net revenue figure.
Premium Seating
Based on comparative events (eg: Vancouver Celebration of Light), the premium seating has been set at $45 per
person and it is estimated that 10,000 tickets will be sold each event night. A 30% cost of implementation has
been factored in to deliver the net revenue figure.
VIP
It is estimated that 500 VIP tickets priced at $149 will be sold each event night with a 60% cost of implementation.

Ticketing

General admittance
$2,403,000

Premium Seating
$1,890,000

VIP
$178,800

2016 Total: $3,353,850

2017 Total: $4,024,620
2018 Total: $4,471,800

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016, 2017 & 2018
Commercial Projections: Sponsorship
Title Partner
It is anticipated that the World Fireworks Championship will present an attractive platform to potential sponsors
and estimates have been based on comparative events such as the Honda Celebration of Light which receives c.
$500k for title rights
Partners and Suppliers
There are a wide range of opportunities for partners to provide value in kind and benefit from the association with
the World Fireworks Championship. These areas are outlined on slide 10 and include but not limited to flights,
accommodation, prizes, shipping, security, insurance and transport.

Sponsorship

Title Sponsor
$375,000

Event Partners
$337,500

It is anticipated that the World Fireworks Championship San Diego will deliver at least 6 event partners at $75,000
and 10 event suppliers at $15,000 each.
Event Suppliers
$120,000

2016 Total: $624,375

2017 Total: $749,250
2018 Total: $832,500

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016, 2017 & 2018
Commercial Projections: Food & Beverage/Merchandising
Food & Beverage
It is anticipated that a food and beverage oﬀering can be delivered to reflect the nationality of
the country competing and oﬀered in the controlled ticketed area. Projections have been
based on the EDP receiving a 25% commission on sales of $10 to 30,000 spectators per event
night.

Food & Beverage

Merchandising

Event Nights
$450,000

Programme
$150,000

Merchandising
The initial focus for merchandising has been on an event programme and the sales of light
themed items such as glow sticks, glow bubble sticks and similar child focused accessories.

Glow-sticks
$180,000

It is estimated that the EDP will receive 50% of gross revenues and is based on sales of 10,000
programmes priced at $5 and 20,000 accessories priced at $3 per event night.

2016 Total: $337,500

2016 Total: $247,500

2017 Total: $405,000

2017 Total: $297,000

2018 Total: $450,000

2018 Total: $330,000

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016, 2017 & 2018
Commercial Projections: Other
International Travel Packages
It is estimated that our international travel partner, TUI will sell 1,000 international travel packages in the early years
to the event, priced at $5,000 each with the EDP receiving a 5% commission.
Car Parking
It is estimated that we will sell 1,000 premium parking spaces per night at a cost of $5 per space with a 20% cost of
implementation.
Boat Viewing License
We would propose to create a dedicated boat viewing zone for which spectator boats would require a pass priced
at $100. It is estimated that these licenses would be limited to 75 per event night with a 20% cost of
implementation.

Other

International Travel
Packages
$250,000

Car parking
$24,000

Boat viewing license
$36,000

2016 Total: $232,500

2017 Total: $279,000

2018 Total: $310,000

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Event Marketing
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International Marketing & PR
A proportion of the World Firework Championship Event Delivery Fee will be invested into marketing the event with the aim of delivering a prolonged
communications campaign to meet key objectives of both WFC Ltd and San Diego.

Objectives

Raise awareness of World Fireworks Championship as a major
international event
Drive sale of international travel packages from San Diego’s
target markets

Fulfill event attendance numbers

Marketing Assets
The communications campaign will focus on the following marketing assets:
• Pyro competitors from 6 major tourist markets
• Light artists from major tourist markets
• Media trips and promotions from major tourist markets
• Local performers/celebrities
• PR stunts around key events, for example: turning on of the lights, firing the first rocket, prize
giving
All assets will be activated across digital and social media platforms, broadcast, traditional media
and our travel partner, TUI.

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego
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Event Location
Background
Following initial discussions and a meeting with SDTA in London, WFCL visited San Diego on 12/13th May and viewed a range of sites
including:
Del Mar Racetrack

Qualcomm Stadium

Petco Park

Fiesta Island

Harbor Island Park

Embarcadero Marina Park

Having discussed these sites with WFCL and San Diego City, SDTA has expressed a preference for an event based around Embarcadero
Marina Park, adjacent to the San Diego Convention Centre and close to the downtown Gaslamp Quarter.
It has been discussed that the firing site in this area will need to be water based utilizing barges and pontoons which will be ‘tugged’
into position on event days however it must be noted that semi-permanent moorings will need to be set up in advance and left in place
for the duration of the Championship. An early conversation with the Port Authority and Coastguard will be required regarding issues
relating to semi-permanent moorings close to and within navigation channels and cable zones.
SDTA has highlighted the need for an environmental impact assessment and believes this will be most positive at its chosen location,
which is also the most southerly firing point for the Big Bay Boom at location 32° 42.2” – 117° 10.0”.
Further CAD modelling of a World Fireworks Championship Spectator Village is required once the firing site is confirmed to optimise
the use of Embarcadero Marina Park North and South, and possibly the Convention Centre, Centennial Park and Coronado Landing
along with local hotels to deliver a robust economic model.

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Firing Site and Audience location: Key Criteria
WFCL has considered a range of key criteria that would impact on the location of the firing site and these include:
A minimum safe distance of 150m is required between
the largest pyrotechnic materials (7” shells) and the
live audience

Fig 1. Navigation Chart for Embarcadero Marina Park North & South
Red hashed lines indication navigation channel and/or cable zone

Potential for ‘iconic imagery’ to be captured for
destination marketing purposes
It has been assumed that the firing site will need to be
outside of the main San Diego Bay navigation channel
and cable areas
A minimum of 200m ‘audience front’ to display low
level pyrotechnic eﬀects to their best advantage
Firing site is located to oﬀer a ‘premium’ viewing
experience to required capacity audience and allows
for the provision of ‘paid-for’ audience seating,
corporate hospitality, food & beverage concessions,
entertainment and parking

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Option A: Embarcadero Marina Park North
A

Embarcadero Marina Park North

A good site with barges/pontoons located outside navigation channels/cable area with great views
from a range of commercially favorable locations

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Option B: Embarcadero Marina Park North

B

Embarcadero Marina Park North & South

A refinement of option A this allows for a 300m wide forward firing position closer to the
audience but still an acceptable safety distance. The angled site allows for a greater number of
potential viewing areas and premium seating on Embarcadero Marina Park South.

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Audience Locations: An Overview
It is anticipated that the square footage of the Embarcadero Marina Parks North and South, the San Diego Convention Centre and Centennial Park allow
for a live ‘ticketed’ audience of 75,000 to be accommodated however further detailed modeling/CAD planning would need to be done to develop the
optimum set up for driving the desired revenue targets as would discussion with the Port of San Diego to ensure necessary permits.

Once the position of the firing zone is confirmed the
spectator park would be modeled to incorporate the
following elements:
- VIP area
- Premium seating area
- Standing zones
- Stage, screens and PA
- Retail village
- Entertainment, experiential and sponsor activation
zone
- Parking areas

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Pyrotechnic Production Village
Based on the proposed firing site locations we would like to investigate the potential to partner with Pacific Tugboat Services (PTS) as the supplier of
barges and pontoons and tugboat services. They have a facility to the south of Embarcadero Marina Park and adjacent to the Coronado Bridge and there
appear to be sites nearby that would be suitable for a Production Village with a minimum footprint of 1100sqm.

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016
Indicative Timeline
November	
  
15	
   16	
   17	
   18	
   19	
   20	
   21	
   22	
   23	
   24	
   25	
   26	
   27	
   28	
   29	
   30	
  

1	
  

2	
  

3	
  

4	
  

5	
  

December	
  
6	
   7	
   8	
  

9	
   10	
   11	
   12	
   13	
   14	
  

Technical team arrive
Bump in
Team 1
Team 2
Team 3
Team 4
Team 5
Team 6
Bump out
Technical team
depart

Team arrives
Team induction, prep and set-up
Team Display
Team departs
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World Fireworks Championship San Diego 2016
Proposed Competing Nations
Having reviewed the most outstanding displays of the last few years and the companies responsible for these performances and considered San Diego’s
key tourism markets we recommend inviting 6 teams from the following nations to compete:

North America

Asia

Europe

Australia

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Additional Content: Art of Light
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Art of Light
An Introduction
The key to any modern light festival is to present an experience that is memorable and enjoyable for people from all backgrounds and one that combines
the latest in lighting trends with the creativity of the world’s most recognised artists. Art of Light will create a link between the environment, technology
and the arts that is expressed through light. Art of Light will comprise of light art installations designed by leading edge artists from around the globe and
would compliment perfectly the San Diego Winter Market and the World Fireworks Championship.

A family friendly environment that captures
the imagination of all through a series of
clever designs and concepts in decorative
lighting

Promotes cultural appreciation through an
event that draws together the local
community, international visitors and
lighting industry

Provide a real opportunity for participation
- families will be invited to touch, step on
and dance to light installations

Create opportunities for audiences
attending the World Fireworks
Championship to experience a
complimentary event that is memorable
and truly magical

Create a spectacle that is photographed
and shared by the audience on social
media

Commission artists to create bespoke
designs that appeal to diverse audiences

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Art of Light
The Core Elements

The Art of Light
Pathway

Iconic Building
Projection

A series of light art installations
which follow a route linking areas of
the City. We would propose a
number of these placed in
Embarcadero Park and leading up to
the Gas Lamp Quarter.

Highly impactful projected
animations onto iconic buildings can
create a real buzz and a focal point
for destination marketing.

Decorative Lighting
Decorative lighting can link all
elements of the Art of Light festival
and used to create cost eﬀective
additions to installations.

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Art of Light
Budget Summary

Item

Budget (US$)

Light installations x 15, Building projection x 1 and decorative lighting

656,000

Production Delivery Costs

177,000

Creative, Production and Delivery Staﬀ

307,000

Event PR & Marketing

150,000

Travel, accommodation & subsistence expenses

108,000

Project Management

250,000

Contingency

100,000
TOTAL

US$ 1,748,000
www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Appendix 1: Economic Impact Projections
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World Fireworks Championship – review of economic
impact estimate
Document for The Sports Consultancy
This document has been prepared for the sole and confidential use of The Sports Consultancy and for the purpose set out in the introduction herein. No party, including The Sports Consultancy and the
World Fireworks Championship Ltd., is entitled to rely on this document for any purpose whatsoever and we accept no duty of care or liability to any party, including other parties, who are shown or gain
access to this document.

19 June 2014
Private and confidential

www.worldfireworkschampionship.com
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Deloitte’s Sports Business Group has conducted a sense check of the assumptions underpinning an
estimate of the potential economic impact of the World Fireworks Championship on a host city
Background
•

•

The Sports Consultancy has formed a strategic partnership with World Fireworks
Productions (the Championship organiser) in relation to the World Fireworks
Championship (“WFC”).
The objective is to build on the 2010 World Fireworks Championship - held in Oman –
to grow the event further and cement its position as the world's premier, largest
fireworks competition. The next Championship is scheduled for 2015.

•

Deloitte’s Sports Business Group has assisted The Sports Consultancy over recent
years on a number of projects to estimate the potential and actual economic impact
of major events on the economy of a host city or nation.

•

Projects completed include those related to the Volvo Ocean Race, the FIBA
Basketball World Cup and the FEI World Equestrian Games.

•

WFC management have compiled an estimate of the potential economic impact of
the WFC on a host city. They requested if Deloitte would, informally, sense check the
assumptions underpinning this economic impact estimate.

•

In developing the assumptions, WFC have particularly looked at the experience from
2010 in Oman and also at information regarding the Vancouver Festival of Light.
These are the most relevant comparators in the view of WFC.

•

Our work looked only at the assumptions used by WFC in their model. We have not
checked the arithmetical functioning of the model itself.

•

It is important to note that the impact estimate relates to the impact on a host city
only. It does not consider the impact on any wider region or host nation as a whole.

•

It is also important to stress that this study is generic in nature, in that it does not
relate to a specific city. It relates to a potential, theoretical host city and is not
assumed to be in any particular nation or economic region. Hence, a generic study
such as this can only be indicative.

•

All figures are in USD.

Future development of WFC
•

Our discussions with WFC included background to the event and WFC plans for the
event. We provided our critique of the model assumptions mindful of these plans for
the event.

•

WFC plan to run the Championship over a period encompassing three weekends.
There will, as in 2010, be at least 6 displays / competitors. We understand WFC are
committed to feature displays created by the world's best fireworks companies.

•

In addition, they plan to create a significant ‘Festival of Light’ around the event to
provide content and experience to support the event as a further visitor attraction.
The Sydney ‘Festival of Light’ was mentioned as a relevant comparison.

Our approach and basis of preparation
•

Our work to sense check WFC’s assumptions regarding the economic impact was
necessarily limited in time, scope and detail and does not constitute a formal
validation exercise. However, we were able to provide a high-level consideration of
the model assumptions.

•

Our work in relation to this exercise included the following:

•

–

WFC shared with us their economic impact model regarding the WFC event;

–

They shared background information on which they based their assumptions. This
included desk-based research on similar fireworks events and a document
commissioned by WFC from 2011 which collated data on the economic impact of
hosting a major fireworks event;

•

WFC management informed us that they are progressing with bringing on board a
travel partner to develop and sell travel packages to the event for visitors / spectators.
We understand that they also have a PR and Communications agency appointed to
lead on relevant areas of marketing the WFC.

–

Having looked through this model, we met with WFC representatives. The aim of
the meeting was to 1) further understand their future plans for the event and, 2)
walk through the model to agree adjustments to the assumptions based on our
knowledge of the economic impact of major events.

•

We were informed that there may be opportunities to create an enclosed ‘park’ with a
premium view of the event and other attractions, which would be ticketed.

•

Within the park there are also plans for provision of premium VIP and corporate
hospitality packages.

We have also provided illustrative indirect economic impact multipliers, showing the
potential indirect (and induced) economic impact that might occur for a host city.

Introduction
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World Fireworks Championship – potential economic impact
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Depending upon the specifics of the local economy, there will be varying levels of indirect economic
impact to the host city due to the ‘ripple effect’ from the direct expenditure recycling through the
economy
Key points
•

WFC management have used the UK Sport Events Impact Framework model to
estimate the economic impact of the event. This is a well-known model used in the
UK and would appear appropriate for use in this instance.

•

Benchmarks (e.g. Vancouver and Oman) suggest that major fireworks events can
attract very significant audiences to the host location, including non-local visitors.

•

There is evidence that festival and other activities around a fireworks event can help
attract visitors.

•

The WFC and associated ‘Festival of Light’ activities could act as a catalyst and pullfactors for visitors to holiday in the host city, region or nation.

•

As a night-time event, at the weekend, the WFC could attract weekend visitors and
encourage higher numbers of overnight stays (compared with a daytime event for
example).

•

The success of the event will also very much depend on the level of marketing, PR
and communications around the event to create awareness and interest in the WFC.

•

The number of non-local visitors will be dependent upon the specific characteristics
of a host city / nation, including its geographical location, proximity to other areas of
major population and transport links (road, rail and air).

•

The impact of these two factors is variable and depends on the specific structure of
the host city economy, its level of interdependence with external sources (and hence
the level of leakage), and the profile of expenditure associated with the event.

•

For this generic study, we are therefore only able to provide some illustrative figures
regarding the indirect economic multiplier based on averages from previous studies
we have conducted:

•

We were asked by WFC to provide indicative figures regarding what the level of
indirect and induced impact regarding the event might be – in effect the ‘ripple effect’
from direct spending in the host city.
Indirect (business to business) impacts relate to additional expenditure caused by
businesses sourcing from further down the supply chain (i.e. by businesses
reinvesting the money they received on supplies). Induced (consumer) impacts relate
to the associated consumer spending impacts (i.e. by individuals recirculating
revenue into the economy).

Introduction
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For a large western City (e.g. Europe / N.America) with developed and balanced
industry, a multiplier in the region of 1.6 or above (i.e. a direct impact of 100 could
have indirect (and induced) impact of 60 and hence overall impact of 160).

–

For a large Middle Eastern city with a slightly less developed structure and greater
reliance on imports, a multiplier in the region of 1.4 (i.e. a direct impact of 100
would have indirect (and induced) impact of 40 and hence overall impact of 140).

–

For a small western City with developed and balanced industry, a multiplier in the
region of 1.3 or less (i.e. a direct impact of 100 would have indirect (and induced)
impact of 30 and hence overall impact of 130).

•

These are local multipliers (i.e. at city level) and figures for the national economy of
the host country as a whole would likely be higher. The larger the host country, the
likely greater impact on the host country overall, as leakage into other economies will
be less.

•

We would expect the type of industries to benefit most from indirect expenditure
would typically be hotel and catering, wholesaling, retailing, transport and service
industries.

Indirect and induced economic impact
•

–

World Fireworks Championship – potential economic impact
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The World Fireworks Championship has the potential to generate significant economic impact on the
host city of the event
•

The economic impact model created for the WFC shows that the following may be realistic targets for a host city to achieve in respect of economic impact of the WFC and associated
metrics

Estimated economic impacts

Other estimated metrics

$61m
of estimated additional direct expenditure in the host city economy associated with
the WFC

c.875,000
potential total WFC estimated attendance (over three weekends)

$33m
estimated spending in relation to accommodation over the duration of the event for
non-local spectators

c.406,000
estimated individual attendees at the event

$66
average daily spend per head for non-local spectators travelling in connection with
the event

c.235,000
non-local spectators (from outside the host city)
c.1,600
other non-local attendees (competitors, officials, VIPs, media etc.)

$78 per person per night
average assumed daily accommodation expenditure for non-local spectators
$18m to $37m
in estimated indirect (induced) expenditure for a host city (dependent on size and
location)

80%
of non-local visitors assumed to be drawn to the host city specifically due to the
WFC

$80m to $98m
total estimated economic impact (direct and indirect) of the WFC on a host city

3
average number of nights non-local spectators are assumed to stay in the host city

58%
estimated proportion of spectators to come from outside the host city

Economic impact estimates

3
weekends over which the WFC will take place

4
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WFC$Budget$+$San$Diego$June$2015
Item

Budget

Qty

Rate

Days

Cost1(ex1Tax)

Notes

1

$847,000.00

1

$847,000.00

1
1

$10,000.00
$10,000.00

1
1

$10,000.00
$10,000.00

1

$54,000.00

1

$54,000.00

1
1
2
8
1
4
4
1

$5,000.00
$37,000.00
$400.00
$200.00
$7,500.00
$8,000.00
$1,500.00
$64,000.00

1
1
12
12
1
1
1
1

$5,000.00
$37,000.00
$9,600.00
$19,200.00
$7,500.00
$32,000.00
$6,000.00
$64,000.00
$1,101,300.00

Venue
Access$Infrastructure
Stage
PA$system
Stage$Lighting
Big$Screens
Public$Toilets
TOTAL1VENUE

1
1
1
1
1
2
1

$0.00
$0.00
$30,000.00
$40,000.00
$5,000.00
$1,000.00
$0.00

24
24
1
1
1
12
1

$0.00
$0.00
$30,000.00
$40,000.00
$5,000.00
$24,000.00
$0.00
$99,000.00

Venue$provided$by$the$city$at$no$cost
Access$infrastructure$provided$by$the$host$at$no$cost
Stage$+$locally$sourced
PA$system$+$locally$sourced
Locally$sourced
2$x$big$screens$
To$be$provided$by$city

Land$Approval$Permits$&$Community$Consultation
Risk$Management$Assessment$
Public$Liability$&$Asset$Protection$Insurance$
TOTAL1GOVT1AND1PERMITS

1
1
1

$62,000.00
$11,000.00
$50,000.00

1
1
1
1

$62,000.00
$11,000.00
$50,000.00
$123,000.00

Allowance$to$be$confirmed$with$Joe$T
11$days$at$$1,000$per$day$+$controlled$by$WFPL
Allowance$to$be$confirmed$with$Joe$T

6

$250.00

28

$42,000.00

Locally$sourced$to$be$checked$with$Joe$T

1
1
1

$20,000.00
$8,000.00
$5,000.00

1
1
1

$20,000.00
$8,000.00
$5,000.00
$75,000.00

Fencing$for$preparation$area.$Site$dependent
Covered,$open$sided$preparation$area

Transportation$Manager
Drivers
Vehicles
Fuel$&$Miscellaneous
TOTAL1TRANSPORTATION

1
6
4
1

$240.00
$200.00
$80.00
$8,000.00

24
24
24
1

$5,760.00
$28,800.00
$7,680.00
$8,000.00
$50,240.00

Some$cover$from$event$staff
2$x$minibus/2$x$car
Allowance

Power$Supply$+$Usage$

1

$20,000.00

1

$20,000.00

Allowance$to$be$provided$by$city

Generator

1

$2,800.00

1

$2,800.00

Allowance

Electrican$&$Power$Roll$Out$
TOTAL1POWER1+1ELECTRICIAN

1

$0.00

1

$0.00
$22,800.00

Boomlift,$Forklift,$Scissor$Lifts

2

$140.00

28

$7,840.00

Teams
Teams'$attendance$&$personnel;$teams'$risk$analysis;$participation$
in$marketing$&$PR;$display$design$&$programming;$pyrotechnic$
stock;$electronic$firing$systems;$shipping$of$stock$(sea)$&$firing$
systems$(air)
Local$transport
Local$Storage
Organiser$provided$firing$hardware;$including$racks;$mortars;$
frames;$support$structures$etc
Pyrotechnics$disposal
Barges$and$Pontoons$incl$towing$into$position
Safety$Boats
Crew
Miscellaneous$shipping
Judges$Fees$for$2$weeks$attendance
Judges$Expenses
Prizes
TOTAL1TEAMS

Allowance
Allowance
Firing$equipment
Allowance
Allowance
1$boat$on$the$water$when$working$on$barges/pontoons
2$crew$per$boat/2$shifts$per$day$to$allow$up$to$16$hours
Allowance
4$judges$plus$partners
$25K/$10K/Trophies,$medals$and$awards$dinner

Site1and1Infrastructure

Govt1Fees1+1Permits

Production1Site
Portakabins$for$production$village$(restrooms,$canteen,$lockers,$
office)$&$pyrotechnic$preparation$area
Security$fencing$for$production$village,$preparation$area$&on+site$
pyrotechnic$storage
Preparation$Area$and$set+up
Site$clearance$and$cleaning
TOTAL1PRODUCTION1SITE
Transportation

Power

Plant1+1Equipment
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Production$Consumables
T$Shirts$for$visual$&$safety$recognition$of$teams$&$technicians
Signage$and$Miscellaneous
TOTAL1PLANT1+1EQUIPMENT

1
500
1

$16,300.00
$10.00
$6,000.00

1
1
1

$16,300.00
$5,000.00
$6,000.00
$35,140.00

30

$15.00

28

$12,600.00
$12,600.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$190,000.00
$80,000.00
$50,000.00
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
$190,000.00
$55,200.00
$115,000.00

1
1
1
0.6
0.6
1
1
1

$190,000.00
$80,000.00
$50,000.00
$24,000.00
$24,000.00
$190,000.00
$55,200.00
$115,000.00
$728,200.00

2
1
2
1
1
1
2
6
1
3
8
1

$1,000.00
$500.00
$400.00
$600.00
$600.00
$300.00
$350.00
$250.00
$0.00
$200.00
$120.00
$5,500.00

24
24
24
12
12
28
24
24
12
12
8
1

$48,000.00
$12,000.00
$19,200.00
$7,200.00
$7,200.00
$8,400.00
$16,800.00
$36,000.00
$0.00
$7,200.00
$7,680.00
$5,500.00
$175,180.00

8
2
1

$325.00
$240.00
$7,875.00

21
7
1

$54,600.00
$3,360.00
$7,875.00
$65,835.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$125,000.00
$75,000.00
$54,000.00
$30,000.00
$100,000.00

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$25,000.00
$25,000.00
$125,000.00
$75,000.00
$54,000.00
$30,000.00
$100,000.00
$434,000.00

1
1
1

$172,090.00
$123,600.00
$42,800.00

1
1
1

$172,090.00
$123,600.00
$42,800.00
$338,490.00

1
1

20%
$150,000.00

1
1

$652,157.00
$150,000.00

Sand/Wood/Metal/Tools$etc
T$shirts

Comms
Radios$&$Hand$Pieces!(Bump!In/Out!+!Event)
TOTAL1COMMS
Personnel1+1Production1Staff1
Production$Director
Technical$Consultant$+$Flat$Fee
Production$Director$PA
Competitor$Liaison$(0.6FTE)
Co+ordinator$(0.6$FTE)
Event$Director$+$Fixed$fee
Staff$on+cost$(15%)
Office$Overhead$and$expenses
TOTAL1PERSONNEL1AND1PRODUCTION
Event1Staff
Safety$Officer
Site$Manager
Deputy$Site$Manager
Production$Manager
Sound$Engineer
Production$Accountant
Site$Security$manager
Site$Security
Vounteer/Marshals
Volunteer/Marshal$Management
Site$cleaning
Security$ID/Miscellaneous
TOTAL1EVENT1STAFF
Technical1Crew
Technical$Crew
Carpenters
Technical$Crew$expenses
TOTAL1CREW1
International1PR1and1Marketing
Brand$Licence,$Logo$and$Identity
Website$and$Digital$Channel
Content$Production
Content$Syndication
Communications$Materials
Event$Data$and$Research
Media$cost
TOTAL1MEDIA1COST
Event1Expenses
Flights
Hotels
Catering$and$Hospitality
TOTAL1EVENT1EXPENSES
Project1Management
Project$Management$Fee
Contingency

$1TOTAL1

$4,062,942.00
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Commercial Projections Overview

Price

Number'of'General'
entrance'per'night'
spectators'per'night'
average

75000

Per Night

Overall
(6 events)

Number'of'event'nights

Cost Of
Implementation %

6

General'Entrance'Price

COI

COI Notes

Ticketing,'merchant'fees,'access'
control,'picnic'bench,'toilets

0

Net Revenue

Notes

Ticketing
Enclosure

60000

10%

Assume'chosen'site'will'have'100,000'capacity'and'
we'will'not'aim'for'full'occupancy'

General'Entrance'(single'adult)

10

44500

2670000

10%

267000

General'Entrance'(single'child)

0

20000

0

10%

0

$2,403,000

Premium'seating

45

10000

2700000

30%

810000

Grandstands'seating
Picnic'bench'hire
Toilets
Tickets'in'sponsorship'packages

$1,890,000

Corporate'Hospitality

149

500

447000

60%

268200

As'above'plus'drinks'&'dining,'car'
parking,'programme'and''
exclusive'Art'of'Light'access

$178,800

75000

5817000

1345200

$4,471,800

1
6
10
1

500000
450000
150000
10000

25%
25%
25%
25%

125000
112500
37500
2500

$375,000
$337,500
$112,500
$7,500

1110000

25%

277500

Excludes'sales'tax'and'service'fees

$0

Premium'Area

Total
Sponsorship
Title'Sponsor
Event'Partners
Event'Suppliers
Broadcast'Sponsor'(Radio)

500000
75000
15000
10000
Total

600000

Commission
Servicing
Ticketing/VIP

Assume'build'and'dismantle'grandstand'only'once
Includes'security'of'site.
Create'a'spacious'area'with'large'number'of'
facilities,'concessions'and'picnic'space'to'deliver'
added'value.
Consider'local'operator'to'operate'VIP'area'U'
create'something'unique'and'highly'desirable.

$832,500

Food & Beverage

Percentage'of'Gross'Sales'U'Event'nights
Percentage'of'Gross'Sales'U'Art'of'Light'only
Total

10
5

30,000
16000

1800000
960,000
2,760,000

2070000

25%'commission
25%'commission

$450,000
$240,000
$690,000

12'nights'Art'of'Light'only

Merchandise

Programmes
GloUsticks'and'other'U'Event'Nights

5
3

10,000
20,000

300000
360000

50%
50%

150000
180000

$150,000
$180,000

GloUsticks'and'other'U'Art'of'Light'only

3

10,000

360000

50%

180000

$180,000

510000

$510,000

4750000

$250,000

Total

1020000

Sell'on'nonUpyro'nights'to'Art'of'Light'visitors
Potential'to'sell'merchandise'to'Art'of'Light'visitors'
on'nonUevent'evenings.

Other Monetisable Rights

TUI'International'Travel'Packages'U'commission
Additional'Advertising'
U'programme/website'advertising

5,000

1,000

5000000

5,000

10

50,000

SMS'Text'Voting'U'Peoples'Champion

5

7500

225000

20%

Car'Parking

5

1000

30000

20%

6000

100

75

45000

20%

9000

Boat'Viewing'licence
Total
Total

5350000

95%

$50,000
$0

Suggest'that'this'element'is'donated'to'Charity

$24,000
$36,000
$360,000
$6,864,300
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Commercial Projections 3 Year Plan
Revenue&Stream

Art&of&Light&3&2015

World&Fireworks&Championship
2016
75%

World&Fireworks&Championship
2017
90%

World&Fireworks&Championship
2018
100%

Sponsorship (Commercial-branded)

Presenting
Event&Partner
Event&Supplier
Broadcast&Sponsor&(Radio)

$50,000
$0
$50,000
$0

$281,250
$253,125
$84,375
$5,625

$337,500
$303,750
$101,250
$6,750

$375,000
$337,500
$112,500
$7,500

TOTAL

$100,000

$624,375

$749,250

$832,500

Adult&single

n/a

$1,802,250

$2,162,700

$2,403,000

Child&single

n/a

$0

$0

$0

n/a

$1,417,500

$1,701,000

$1,890,000

TICKETING
ENCLOSURE (Standing)

GRANDSTAND (Seated)

Adult&single
VIP

Potential to offer
Private Viewings

$134,100

$160,920.00

$178,800

$3,353,850

$4,024,620

$4,471,800

$0
$0
$0

$337,500
$180,000
$517,500

$405,000
$216,000
$621,000

$450,000
$240,000
$690,000

$0
$0
$0

$247,500
$135,000
$382,500

$297,000
$162,000
$459,000

$330,000
$180,000
$510,000

$187,500

$225,000

$250,000

$37,500

$45,000

$50,000

$162,000
$18,000
$27,000
$432,000

$194,400
$21,600
$32,400
$518,400

$216,000
$24,000
$36,000
$360,000

$5,310,225

$6,372,270

$6,864,300

Food & Beverage

Concession&Licensing&3&WFC&Event&Nights
Concession&Licensing&3&Art&of&Light

Merchandise

WFC&Event&Nights
Art&of&Light&

Other Income

TUI&International&Travel&Packages&3&
commission
Additional&Advertising&
3&programme/website&advertising
SMS#Text#Voting#-#Peoples#Champion#
(to#be#donated#to#nominated#charity)
Car&Parking
Boat&Viewing&licence

GRAND TOTAL

$100,000
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Commercial Projections Comparative Events

Comparative+Event

Event+Nights/Visitors

Honda&Celebration&of&Light 3&nights&8&1.2M&visitors&
Vancouver
(2014)

Vivid&Sydney&(Light)

18&nights&8&1.43M&unique&
visitors&(2014)

L’International&des&Feux&
Loto8Quebec,&Montreal

6&competing&and&2&non8
competing&evenings&over&5&
week&period&8&3&million&
visitors

Philippine&International&
Pyromusical&Competition

6&nights&8&2&performances&
per&night

Standard Tickets

Premium Tickets

VIP

Free&Entry

$49

$1498189

Free&Entry

n/a

n/a

tickets&only&8&
include&entry&to&
amusement&park&
for&the&da

Gold&$51.64870.64
Silver&$51.64867.64
Include&entry&to&
amusement&park&for&day

Not&disclosed

Silver&P100&($2.3)
Gold&P300&($6.9)

VIP&w/dinner&8&P1,500&
($34.50)
VIP&standard&P500&
($11.5)

Sponsorship

Other commercial activity

Honda&title
Partners&x&11
Media&partners&x&3
Friends&x&8
Intel&(approx&10%&of&total&$7m&
budget)
Funded&by&NSW&Government

Cultural&performances&from&
2pm&each&event&day&providing&
opportunity&for&F&B&&&
merchandise&sales

None&visible

Various
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